
According to CoreLogic, capital city house rents were 0.7%

higher in November while unit rents were down -0.6%

The monthly data follows a now well-established trend where

house rents have shown a more positive trajectory than unit

rents since the onset of COVID. Across the combined capitals,

unit rents have fallen by -5.4% since March while house rents

have increased by 1.1%. Most of the weakness in rental market

conditions is emanating from Melbourne and Sydney where

unit rents are - 6.6% and -7.6% lower respectively since March.

Every capital city has shown this trend, where house rents

outperform unit rents, to varying degrees, however the

divergence is most pronounced in Sydney and Melbourne

where tenancy demand is more reliant on overseas migration,

and supply levels were already high prior to COVID.

Monthly change in capital city home values

Perth and Darwin are the hardest places to
rent

For tenants, Perth and Darwin currently exhibit

the tightest rental markets, after years of weak

conditions and little in the way of increased

supply. House rents across Perth have surged by

6.6% since March, while Darwin has jumped

by 6.1%. Unit rents are also rising in these capital

cities, up 3.9 and 5.3% respectively.

Hobart turns the wrong corner

For landlords in Hobart, several years of surging

rents in the lead up to COVID have come to an

end, abruptly. There, rents are now lower relative

to March, but the November data shows a 1.0%

rise for both houses and units. This could be an

early sign that rental markets are tightening as

state borders re-open and labour market

conditions improve.

In Sydney and Melbourne, rental markets will be

far more dependent on the opening of

international borders and the return of University

students.

Eviction moratoria extended in most states

While tenants and landlords have, by and large,

worked positively together to negotiate changed
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December is the most stressful and expensive time of the

year, more so than ever this year. Whatever a tenant’s

circumstances, it’s important to have a sense of what they’re

dealing with and respond accordingly.

They may need support and understanding (because they’re

good tenants in a difficult situation), or some clear and strict

guidelines that ensure defaults and safeguards are in place

(in anticipation of things going badly). The reality is, if

a tenant can’t pay their rent there’s not much you can do

after the fact. There are however some things you can do to

engage them more, put reminders in place and keep the

lines of communication open and strong.

Aside from Christmas, having good communication channels

with your tenants is our goal. It helps to ensure ongoing

compliance where rent and tenancy obligations are

concerned. We make choices about how to engage

regularly, in useful and non-invasive ways, which is in the best

interests of everyone.

As far as Christmas goes though, digital updates can be a

good way to manage rental due dates, payment plans and so

on. Ideally these start in October, as the holiday season

always sneaks up on people, but even at this early part of

the month they could be just the trigger someone needs to

call their agent and reach out for some advice or support. We

decide whether email or text messages will best suit your

tenants and start putting out some regular updates in the

last quarter of the year.

This not only helps get people’s head in the game, but gives

them reminders about rent due dates, as well as important

information like office closure dates, and contacts while the

office is closed. It also takes the excuse of ‘I didn’t know

when it was due because of the holidays’ off the table. That’s

why our communication includes a reference to how they

can access assistance if needed where rent is concerned.

NSW – March 26 2021

QLD – Commercial tenancy eviction ban lifts 31      

VIC – 28 March 2021

SA – 28 March 2021

WA – 28 March 2021

ACT – 31 January 2021

rent agreements during the pandemic period, most

states and territories have extended the end dates for

their individual eviction moratoria.

Tasmania’s Gutwein Government has been the most

recent to announce an extension of its COVID-19

eviction moratorium. Originally intended to expire on

1 December 2020, it will now not finish until 31

January 2021. With job numbers continuing to

improve throughout October, despite the wind-back

of JobKeeper, many tenants have already, or a are

soon anticipated to return to paying their normal

rent. Some in key industries will, of course, need to

negotiate ongoing reductions. 

Across the country, eviction moratoria are scheduled

to end as follows :

     December 2020

If tenants have had adjusted rent throughout 2020

due to COVID-19, there may need to be an

adjustment to what has been agreed. Suggesting

reduced payments for a month or two for example

(and rolling over the balance) could be the

difference between most of the rent being paid, or

none at all. Alternatively, if their circumstances were

unchanged this year, check in with tenants to make

sure they’re on track for their rent payments as

usual, and offer some flexibility if they expect they

will have difficulties. Contacting them in October to

advise them on the benefits of being in credit for

rent in December might have a better outcome

then you think!

Summer is a great time for tenants with rental

arrears to slip off the radar, so we try to get a sense

of any holiday plans tenants might have. Unpaid

rent, no response to calls or texts and nobody at

home could mean they’re in hiding. If you have a

rough idea of which tenants are going away and

when, time spent on pointless chasing is saved.

Navigating Rental Arrears Over Christmas



6 Enormous sized bedrooms, built in wardrobes master with walk in robe

2 Bathrooms, master bedroom with the ensuite

Large open planned style kitchen with island bench & stainless steal appliances

2 Full sized living rooms, perfect for large families or to accommodate guests

Large outdoor timber deck entertainment area completed with an in ground pool- Reverse cycle ducted air-

conditioning + slow burning combustion fire place within main living room

Wrap around verandah finished with merbau timber decking

Large 9m x 12m shed with mezzanine

Fully fenced acreage, electric front gates + irrigated gardens

DREAM SIZED FAMILY HOME ON 2.5 ACRES!

LOOK NO FURTHER! Situated only 10 minutes away from Windsor, this exquisite elevated private acreage property

offers you an amazing single story home that comes equipped with endless amounts of living spaces designed to

accommodate large & growing families. Whether you're looking for a lifestyle change, planning to up-size within a

peaceful community setting, planning to own a couple of horses or simply require derivable side access to park your

trucks, boats or caravans be assured we've found the right one for you. Buyers will have to be quick because rare

opportunities like these don't last long.

Key features:

This property represents best value in person and must be seen to be fully appreciated | 

We have clear instructions to sell the property at Auction 19th of December starting 2:30pm | ON SITE | 

Don't miss out on this opportunity call to inquire today: | Yuri Cattaneo 0426145678 | First National Connect |
Richmond & Windsor Office |

Property Investment

30 Rose Cres, Glossodia NSW 2756
Auction 19th Dec at 2:30 PM                          Price Auction | Must be SOLD!


